Residents’ Journal

Border Control
Garden designer Caroline Garland talks to us about living in south west
London, her passion for planting and working with local gardens

job where we were asked to fill in a swimming pool and put the
garden back on top.
Local influence:
South west London has everything going for it, and it’s full of
gardens. It doesn’t matter how small a garden is, with some
help you can make it a wonderful space. South west London is
particularly well-endowed with good-sized gardens, which are being
redesigned as additional ‘rooms,’ complementing the house.
I definitely love changing the face of Wandsworth and Clapham.
I have completed 18 gardens in the local area since 2011, many of
which I am really proud of (the remainder required some level of
client-designer compromise). I like a challenge, so I enjoy small
London gardens requiring imagination, with a free rein in style.
Top tips for Londoners:
Amateur gardeners tend to spend money on plants they don’t know
much about, they plant into unprepared soil and plan bad layouts. A
garden should be a space that you are physically compelled to walk
in to and the initial design is crucial. When you’re beginning, some
things can wait (such as installing a water feature) but other things
should be done sooner (planting trees, digging over the beds and
adding new soil). If you know what your final garden will look like,
you can work towards
it season-by-season,
year-by-year. n
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Style & favourites:
My style is vintage; I love potagers (kitchen gardens), raised
vegetable beds, cottage gardens and soft planting. I always find
myself veering towards the romantic but I also love the mix of
structural shapes with soft planting. I’m getting slightly fed up with
the ubiquitous grasses that have become rather popular.
Inspiration & creativity:
I liked the mix of Christopher Bradley-Hole’s Telegraph Garden
at the RHS Chelsea Flower Show – structured rectangular ‘slabs’
made up of hedging, interspersed with wild flowers. But then, I
also loved Chris Beardshaw’s Arthritis Research UK Garden (quite
over-the-top generous planting, strong on colour and form) and
Nigel Dunnett’s original RBC Blue Water Roof Garden. Prince
Harry’s garden was clever but it was ugly. I think designers often
get so carried away with the design that they forget that a garden
should have beauty.
Going back in time, the Gertrude Jekyll and Rosemary Verey
gardens were beautiful, and that romantic look (old roses and
peonies in repeat planting along a herbaceous border) might well
come back in fashion.
Garden design:
The London garden tends to be quite small, but into that space a
client often wants a place for entertaining, a water feature, garden
shed and trampoline – on top of being well-designed, fashionable
and low-maintenance. In most cases, compromise is needed as a
minimalist garden isn’t always realistic for a client with children.
Clients often have big ideas even if the budget isn’t huge, which
is great, but we do have to be realistic. A garden can’t be done for
tuppence and it can be difficult to explain that a piece of stunning
York paving costs a minimum of £100 per sq. metre, for example.
Memorable projects in the past have included a garden in
which we excavated a lawn only to find an air raid shelter, and a
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For more information
or to book a design
consultation with
Caroline, visit
carolinegarland.com

